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1. Abstract

Can a person with no concept of causality have any understanding of counterfactuals? At first glance, this
question seems to resolve easily in the negative: “if X did not happen, then Y would not happen” implies
“X causes Y ,” or at least “Some factor causes both X and Y .” Nevertheless, it is a far less trivial inquiry to
consider what a stack of possibilities for a world in which X did not happen would look like to someone who
does not believe X impacted anything else. To address this problem, we treat the thought experiment first
created by Jorge Luis Borges in his short story “The Library of Babel.” Considering a degree-n Library of
Babel (a Library consisting of all the possible strings of n values, each slot picked from among 28 characters)
as a sequence of events in which former events do not influence later ones, we then expand to the version of
sequences of possible actions, which is a string of n values parametrized by an infinite number of variables.
We conclude that a man in the Library can consider alternate outcomes, and thus so can a person conceive
of counterfactuals in the absence of causality.

2. Introduction

It is still possible to do something no one has ever done before. It is getting increasingly difficult, but it
is nowhere near impossible. No, the impossible thing is to do something no one ever could have done before.
The word “could” here implies a possible outcome—something that may have happened in a counterfactual
scenario brought about by different earlier events. Something no one ever could have done before is an action
so incredibly original that it is forgotten by the counterfactual itself.

For instance: Olympic records are often broken, indicating that an individual has moved faster, has
thrown farther, or some such, than any other person has done before. But perhaps if previous contestants
had trained harder, they too could have broken this record. The action of breaking the Olympic record here
defines a contingent path. If history were rewritten so that a former athlete had a particular set of different
experiences before the title race, he could have achieved a speed or strength that he in fact did not.

Dismally, it becomes nigh impossible to say that anyone, at any point in history, could not have done
some activity X. Certainly an alternate narrative of history exists in which fourteenth-century Europeans
developed modern airplanes, and one in which early hominids created written language. But these things
do not bother us because, upon examining the past, we see them to have been impossible in our timeline.
To put it simply, “If things that came before had been different, then different outcomes would have been
reached. But things that came before are set to remain as they are; the outcomes we have experienced are
the ones that were reached because of the definite things that came before.”

The “If things that came before had been different” clause here constitutes the origin of our counterfactual:
we are permitted to ruminate on what might have been because we believe that what was was influenced by
prior events, that, too, could have been different.

3. The Babel Catalogue

We gradually begin to generalize to an acausal framework.
We turn to Jorge Luis Borges’s short story “The Library of Babel.” Imagine an unthinkably vast library

composed of a selection of books of arbitrary length n. The contents of the books are pairwise disjoint,
meaning that the manuscripts of each two differ by at least a single letter. Because the set of books
represents the set of permutations of letters of the alphabet, the period, and the space, most of the books
resemble complete, untranslatable gibberish.

A few general rules about how these Libraries work:
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(1) Whatever vast Library we contemplate must have some according character cutoff, so that it can
represent all the possibilities of n-choices of of 28 characters.

(2) The explicit mathematics of the size of the Library of Babel have already been discussed in many
publications; we will not discuss them much here.1 Suffice it to say that while the number of books
seems endless, it is in fact limited. An n-character string must terminate after the nth character, and
each place value is picked from among k (here, k = 28) options. The number of unique permutations
in this setting is kn, which will always be finite provided k, n < ∞. If we consider the Library of
100-character strings in English, pairwise distinct, with repetition (that is, “rrrrrrrrrr. . . rrr” is a
valid member of the Library) the number of possibilities is 28100, a large, but finite value.

Now consider the catalogue of this extraordinary library, written in a mainstream language. It certainly
contains more than n letters, so it is not contained completely in any book in the Library of Babel. However,
its subject matter is finite, as it is a list of only finitely many books. As any finite number can be decomposed
into segments of length n, some subset of the member books of the library, combined, will form the Babel
Catalogue.

We know the Library of Babel consists of all possible n-combinations of letters, periods, and/or spaces.
Thus, any arbitrary collection of letters that you may contemplate has already been shelved in the Library.
Even if no human has ever written the 25-character phrase “mwag dfjrg jekgpt dfdfeak” before, you’ll find
it represented myriad in the Babel Catalogue of Borges’s library, where books have 410 pages. Twenty-five
books containing just that phrase repeated constantly (each starting at a different point in the phrase),
millions containing perversions and repetitions and selections of anagrams from it, billions like the above
but with a single or double or triple typographical error—all of these and more will pop up among the
catalogue results for the phrase. Although it may never have been spoken, it is honored many times over in
the catalogue because it represents some nonzero fraction of the possible things you can do with a certain
number of letters, a period, and a spacebar.

This is what I mean when I claim it is impossible to do something no one ever could have done before,
though reasonably attainable to do something no one has done or considered doing. The Library of Babel
here represents the set of possible actions, picked from among 28 choices, performed by a person at n
distinct points in time. All of these sequences exist, somehow, as possibilities, even though many of them
stand untouched, never performed. Though the Library of Babel certainly is not real—our universe is far too
small to contain it—the set of books within it exists in an important sense: they are possibilities, and the
library catalogue represents the complete selection of possibilities of an arbitrary character string of length
n. No one has ever added a tome to the Babel Catalogue, or removed one, and no one ever can.

I said above in my second rule that the n-Library of 28 characters is finite. This attribute demonstrates
that the Babel Catalogue is merely a reduced version of the problem we here attack. In Borges’ story, the
number of characters each book contains is limited by a 410-page cutoff, rendering a finite n. If only finitely
many such combinations exist, the list enumerating them has a definite endpoint. This means the Babel
Catalogue too must end—a luxury that the catalogue of possible real-world occurrences does not enjoy,
because time is infinite, tracing back eternally.

The problem becomes even hairier, however. It would be a manageable extension of the previous case
to consider strings of unlimited length, but where each entry must be chosen from among a predetermined
set of characters. (That is a degree-∞ Library; all the characters are recognizable, and all excerpts of any
length are contained.) In this case, the number of possibilities is still countable, because the total number
of catalogue entries is a countable union of countable sets. The number of n-strings for any fixed n is finite,
and thus countable. The sum of all these, over the natural numbers N—a countable sum—constitutes the
number of elements listed in the Babel Catalogue.

But this is not the case we will tackle shortly, for two reasons:

(1) Moments of time are uncountably infinite. A minute can be divided into seconds; seconds into
milliseconds; and so on. That itself wouldn’t constitute uncountability, though, as Q is countable.
But selecting an arbitrary “0” point (e.g. 0 A.D.), we can render an isomorphism between time and
R; quantities of time define an algebraically closed—in fact, complete—field. We cannot in good
faith attribute natural numbers to moments of time; we would be skipping a very great many.

1Unimaginable Mathematics
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(2) In the space of real-world occurrences, objects can move infinitely many ways in any direction in
threespace. To interpret this, imagine a degree-n Library where any discernible scratch of pen across
paper counts as a character. A hair-thin upright line of one centimeter, a slightly thicker line of
otherwise identical posture, a dot, the Roman numeral X, a caricature of Mickey Mouse—all of these
will count as character options in the extension of the Library we will now consider. Any figure
that can be drawn in R2 is a conceivable character, and the collection of such shapes is certainly
an uncountable set. A perfectly faithful Library to the real universe would contain any character
achievable in threespace, but as both R2 and R3 are uncountable anyway, this substitution does not
meaningfully impact our thought experiment.

In comparison to this extension, the countably enormous n-Libraries are comforting and familiar! We will
return to them presently, to discuss an important aspect of n-strings.

4. Meaning and Causation in the Library

Open a book at random from the n-degree Library of Babel, and if n > 3, your field of vision is highly
likely to be greeted by a string of nonsense. Highly likely, I say, but not certain, because coherent, complete
books in modern languages must exist in large n-Libraries. They are vastly outnumbered by books full of
nonsense, but they are there.

Imagine that, by some exceptional odds, you have opened one of those instead. In an homage to Borges,
let’s assume the first line you glimpse in this tome reads “Oh time thy pyramids.” Let’s review the criteria
under which this phrase is attainable.

The first letter in this 20-character string could have been any, because there exist coherent 20-character
strings beginning with any letter or with a space. At random, this tome contained an “o” in the first
spot. No causal influences affected it; there is no meaningful counterfactual to consider here. Under what
circumstances would the “o” have been a different letter? Only if the random process that determined it
produced a different output (more on this in 5 and 6).

But the next spot could not have been any letter. If the resulting phrase were to be sensible in English,
the next character could not have been “q” or “j.” Why is that? Because the first character has a causal
influence on the subsequent, if intelligibility is to be maintained. For instance, if the first letter had instead
been “j,” no consonant could have followed. The occurrence of the letter “j” causes all consonants to be
removed from the possibility of occurrence in a sensible phrase, because no coherent English word can have
a two-character consonant string starting with “j.” Different letters in this space cause different parameters
on the subsequent space: if “t” starts the string, some consonants can follow, such as “r,” “h,”or “w,” but if
“j” begins it instead, no consonant can come next. Each letter diminishes the possibilities for the consecutive
place to a unique subset of the 28 characters.

We have “o,” then “h.” At this point in the string, the next letter must be determined by the combined
influence of the previous two. The first is not enough; if we only know that the first letter is “o,” then “d”
could come third (as in “odd” or “ordinary”), but, as the second letter is “h,” “d” is eliminated, as “ohd”
does not begin any meaningful English string. Likewise, knowing the second letter is “h” does not exert a
sufficient causal force to appropriately reduce the third-slot options; “e” would work (as in “thespian”) if
not for the “o” preceding.

Thus, in each word, the next letter is influenced by the combined causal influences of each preceding
letter. This is a perfect analogue to actions in time; subsequent letters bear no import on previous ones
when typing and reading left to right. This phenomenon also generalizes to a higher degree as letters form
greater structures, words.

These words too have causal influences which can be treated as independent from those of the letters that
compose them. The next word in each sequence is determined by the influence of preceding words. “Oh
time thy pyramids,” though vaguely poetic, is not a very coherent string; indeed, without a comma between
“time” and “thy,” we can discount it from the set of coherent 20-strings.2 “Time” followed by “thy” isn’t
necessarily a problem here; “please give to time thy name” is a sensible string. The preceding “oh” exerts
the causal influence that eliminates it. We can take this reduction further, however: even the “oh” at the
beginning of the string cannot be followed by anything except an eternity of spaces in our sensibilities, as

2Borges permits commas in his Library. I omit them for clarity.
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commas are not accepted characters. Borges himself uses this fact to make a point about meaning in his
short story—the phrase “oh time thy pyramids” is exalted as coherent only because it makes some sort of
sense in comparison to the vast sea of gibberish constituted by most of the Library. The set of strings with
which we concern ourselves is drastically reduced, therefore, to a small subset of even the set of strings that
contain English words.

A meaningful string to us might fall along the lines of “She walked to the park.” We can deconstruct this
sentence fairly easily. After the initial pronoun “she,” the next word must be a verb or adverb. Without
commas, strings such as “She grey” or “She teacher” do not function. If the next word is a verb, it must be
appropriately conjugated; “She walk [another word]” does not work. “She walk” cannot work as an 8-letter
string, but can work as the first 8 letters of the 9- and 10- letter strings “She walks” and “She walked.”

In fact, as the string grows arbitrarily long, later words become increasingly predictable, as they must
make sense in light of previous words, phrases, and sentences that caused them to formulate.3

All these rules go out the window in the full Library of Babel, where coherent strings, when found,
are randomly generated and exist only because they are an infinitesimally small subset of all possible n-
character strings. An ignorant man who does not believe in causality, but speaks English, looks upon the
string “She walked to the park” and says (or rather, happens to say), “This is a randomly generated phrase.
Fascinatingly, it is coherent, but this is not surprising, as it had to turn up eventually among all possible
outcomes, and is no more or less likely than any other string.”

The man does not believe that “she” exerted a causal influence on the proximate word, “walked,” because
“walked” just so happened to follow instead of “sdvisef” or “pyramid.”

5. The Ignorant Man

Our ignorant man will briefly leave the library, so that I may raise a situation in which it seems that the
understanding of counterfactuals does not imply the suggestion of causality.

Assume that this man throws a rock at a window and sees the window break, but does not internally
connect the throwing of the rock to the breaking of the window. (He also does not connect his throwing
of the rock to its flight through the air, and so on.) Imagine that the man then declares, “If this rock
had not hit that window, the window may or may not have broken; things may have been different.” We
seek to determine whether this statement suggests that the rock’s hitting the window made an impact on
the outcome for the window. We can better interpret this quandary within the framework of the Babel
Catalogue.

We return to the larger mega-Library hinted at the end of the above section. Now an uncountably infinite
set of characters exists; each entry of the string is no longer restricted to a categorical choice among 26
values for imputation. Each character selection represents a human action, and each place value represents
the moment of time it occupies. The man who threw the rock toward the window has experienced, observed,
and been a part of a character string listed in the unending mega-Babel Catalogue. The character in the
kth place, Xk, represents his releasing of the rock aimed toward the window; the subsequent character Xk+1

represents its departure from his hand. A string of many, many characters continue to chronicle its flight
through the air, until a particular character Xk+n describes the rock’s impact with the window, and the
(k+ n+ 1)th character tells us that the window broke (in a particular fractal design). The man stands back
and reads the string of letters from the catalogue. He considers each place-value fully independent from the
preceding and subsequent values, as causality does not exist. He scratches his head. Then he says, “Ah, but
things could have been different; the characters occupying these place values are random, and if the character
in the kth place had been different, the next characters each may have been different as well, ending with
this character representing the broken window. But they all also might have remained the same; or some
may have stayed constant while others changed; there is nothing that prevents the rock from darting about,
occupying two wildly different spatial locations in the span of two milliseconds. I conclude that if that kth

character had been different, the outcome may have been different, not because the kth character played any
role in its determination, but rather because it would cause another string of random selections iterating

3For a mathematical model of likelihoods of word strings, see https://web.stanford.edu/ jurafsky/slp3/4.pdf. In my argu-
ment, we do not care about likelihoods or word predictions.
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unto the selection for the (n+ 1)th place, and this random selection may not have turned out the same way
as the one which occurred and which I have witnessed.”

But is he right? The difficult thing here is the determination of whether the man’s observation that
randomly determined outcomes can emerge differently upon different trials is an implicit argument that he
actually believes in causation. If environmental factors play no role in the determination of outcomes, what
would then make randomly determined things change?

There are two possibilities here, which will be expounded upon in 7.

(1) Under the man’s framework, these randomly determined variables are signs of the state of his “capri-
cious universe.” A roll of the dice tells us how things are going at a particular moment in this acausal
universe, without the white noise of rocks hitting windows, and if recompiled, the string will stay
the same.

(2) There is no “state” of the universe; every string is randomly compiled and the universe exerts no
pressures. A randomly selected string may alter if recompiled.

Thus, the real question here can be reduced to the following:
If a random selection occurs at some point in an n-character string, and for some reason the string is

recompiled, will the random selection stay the same?

6. The Illiterate Man

In general, it is correct to assume that you are less likely to experience a coherent string listed in the
Catalogue than you are to face an incoherent one. Yet there is a fundamental fallacy in this reasoning.

To get a book that even remotely resembles a legible language, several unlikely criteria need to be met.
First, in the Library of Babel overall, the distribution of the variables is uniform: at each slot in each book,
each letter or the period or space has a 1

28 chance of occurring. Coherent books (for simplicity, lets say in
English) require a consistent subversion of this norm, with spaces regularly occurring at about 5-character
intervals, and for certain letters, such as e and t, to occur more frequently than others. If we have a
distribution curve of 28 dimensions, one for each character, then the books whose contents resemble modern
English lie far to the right side on the frequency of spaces axis, fairly far to the right on the t axis, closer to
the left on the z axis, and so forth, a zone in which very few books will lie, naturally. So for P representing
probability, there is some arbitrarily small epsilon such that

P (picking an English book) < ε.

The vanishingly small proportion of meaningful books is not a likelihood phenomenon, but rather a catego-
rization phenomenon. To explicate this problem, I return to the string “She walked to the park.”

In the Library, where the occurrences of characters are uniform, any six-character string is equally likely
to occur in place of walked. For example, consider the following options for the next six entries after the
four-character string “she ”:

P (walked) = P (sdisf)

∴ P (walked|she) = P (sdisf|she)

“Walked” is not less likely than any other particular jumble of letters. The odds of “walked” following
“she” are worth marveling4 at if and only if we consider that “walked” is a more sensible outcome than
“sdvisf”—because then we categorize “sdvisf” as a member of the set of six-character strings that do not
make sense, and fail to see it as a particular outcome.

For, to an illiterate man, it is unremarkable to open nothing but a series of books in coherent English.
Each constitutes one singular member of the vast Library; each is equally unlikely to be selected as any other
individual nonsense book. The improbability problem arises only when we consider the set of intelligible
books, which is much smaller than the set of nonsense books.

The whole scenario is similar to a lottery. The likelihood of picking a winning ticket is no smaller than the
likelihood of picking any other individual ticket, but because we group “winning tickets” and “non-winning
tickets” into categories, the prospect of winning is very small.

4For further explanation of the difference between unlikely and amazing, see No Inverse Gambler’s Fallacy in Cosmology
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7. The Catalogue Triumphant

Now to put this all together. We term a man who cannot make sense of English n-strings “illiterate.”
But continuing with the metaphor of the Library as the space of possible occurrences, this man is simply
ignorant of causality. Because, in his framework, earlier letters do not influence later ones, he has no concept
of language, and therefore seeing a large number of coherent English books in succession does not amaze
him—he does not group them together as a small subset of the massive Library.

7.1. Paris’s Arrow. We return to the dichotomy offered in 5:

(1) Randomly determined variables are at the whim of the universe, which expresses mo-
mentary constancy.

This option, elaborated, means that each event in the capricious universe was always going to
happen. Thus the universe seems not so capricious after all, but a set of predetermined courses of
action, each disjoint from any other. In each n-string, none of the characters influenced any others,
but another, seemingly causal force—the jurisdiction of the universe, the string itself—dictated each
one. If the string is recompiled, the outcome (in fact, each character) will remain the same.

At each position, the character inhabiting the slot represent’s the universe’s state of mind. This
manner of thinking falls in line with the Greco-Roman belief system, in which all “causality” stems
from the capricious gods. The gods, who exist outside the universe, have constant personalities
which lead them to exert causal influences on events in the world below. The events do not affect
one another. In the Trojan War, the arrow Paris shot fatally wounded Achilles not because Paris
aimed it well, but because it was guided by the gods.

What, then, would have been the outcome if Paris had not aimed his arrow (assuming this too was
“random” from the perspective of earthly causality, but in fact provened by the jurisdiction of the
immortals)? If the universal gods determine each minute course of action, does this counterfactual
even make sense to consider?

It certainly does not. The gods, as mentioned above, have constant personalities; whoever directed
Paris to shoot would not have changed his mind. The counterfactual cannot be considered. It is
nonsensical to wonder whether outcomes would have been different when the counterfactual-enabling
clause “If the preceding actions (and therefore, the gods driving them) had operated differently” is
impossible. From this view of causality, everything is set to occur at a particular moment. A
retroactive change in action cannot influence outcomes because it cannot happen.

The man who subscribes to this ideology says, “The window was always going to break. I was
always going to throw this rock at it. Those two things are not immediately related, but subject to
extra-universal pressures.” What a sneaky form of causality this is!—one that exists, albeit outside
the human sphere, and thus escapes notice. Seemingly paradoxically, we can conclude the following:

The ignorant man, if he follows this framework, is not acausally inclined at all, but still cannot
consider the counterfactual.

And, of course, the remaining option is:
(2) In the absence of causality, randomly determined variables are just that—randomly

determined.
Applying universal pressures to a selection is a kind of causality in itself; the man who conforms

to this ideology accepts that. In this second option, counterfactuals can indeed be considered, as
will be explored below.

7.2. The Literate Man. A literate person goes into the Library and finds a book identical to In Search of
Lost Time up to the 128th place in the string. After briefly marveling, he spots a letter “l” in that position
that is a misprint of the original copy. Looking no further in the book, he thinks to himself, “What might
have happened if this letter had been replaced by a different one—say, e, the correct letter?”

The answer lies in the Babel Catalogue. The man must consider all the strings listed there whose contents
are identical to In Search of Lost Time up to the 128th entry. The man peruses this subset of the catalogue
and says:

“This is the list of all the things that might have happened in this universe if the 128th letter of this
book were e instead of l. Of these possibilities, one is the fully correct text of In Search of Lost Time;
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27 are correct up to the last letter, 756 up to the last two; here’s one that just has e repeated from this
point forward—ah! from this point on in the book, the possibilities are just the same as those in the smaller
catalogue of (n−128)-strings. They can comprise any assortment of letters. There is an identity isomorphism
between what follows e here, and what occurs in an entire (n− 128)-string.”

He then looks back at the copy he has, with the “l” misprint, and finds a book Z listed with the others
in the Babel Catalogue that is identical to his except for an “e” in the 128th entry. He sees another, Y , that
never converges with his copy again—every position in Y is occupied by a different character than is the
corresponding position in the book in his hand.

“So,” he says, understanding at last, “if this l were rendered an e, the remainder of the text might have
been the same (as in Z), or might have been completely altered (as in Y ), or most likely5 somewhere in
between, converging occasionally.” This statement is a correctly considered counterfactual in an acausal
world: though literate, the man recognizes that no causal forces exist in the Library. “Recompiling” the
string from the 128th place forward merely means making a random selection from among the books that
have a different character in that position instead. This process allows the man to rightly conclude that if
the “l” in that spot were an “e,” the following character may have been different. The operation is similar
to a random sampling with replacement procedure from the remaining options in the Catalogue.

8. Conclusion

In a Library of strings of any length n < ∞ where a finite number of parameter characters exist, the
Catalogue ends. In the space of real-world outcomes, the Catalogue is interminable. But in this case too the
man’s reasoning should be no different than the above, other than his realization of the infinite selection of
competing possibilities. At each position, the number of character possibilities is unending; at each position,
the potentially different outcomes for some subsequent slot if that character were different is uncountable,
but contemplable.

This development changes the situation somewhat as the Literate Man now, though he still has an
awareness of the counterfactual, cannot consider every possible counterfactual option, even given infinite
time. Nonetheless, the important element—the existence of the counterfactual—is preserved.

Thus we see that in an acausal world like the mega-Library, where any event can follow any other, one
can consider a counterfactual.
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10. Addendum

I did not write this in order, but instead jumped around. So subsequent paragraphs may have influenced
previous ones. Go figure!

5Given random letter selection probabilities.
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